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Schul|Bank

“A country’s competitiveness starts not

“Students
want to know

about the

economy”

on the factory ﬂoor or in the engineering

Improving the teaching of economics in

lab. It starts in the classroom.”

our schools is, moreover, in the interests of

Lee Iacocca

the economy as a whole. Nowadays, global
competition is very often about quality and

Getting young people interested in economics

qualifications. If Germany wants to hold its

and making the subject more accessible to

own in the long term, we cannot afford to

them – that is the target the Association of

neglect the economics education of our

German Banks has set itself. Over 20 years

country’s youth.

ago it set up a special unit called Schul|Bank
to accomplish this task and develop projects
for use in the classroom.
An awareness of how the economy works

Manfred Weber

is essential to a basic understanding of our

Chief Executive
Association of German Banks

economic and social environment and is
thus an integral part of general education.
It is also an important part of preparing for
adult life in general and working life in
particular. So economics education needs
to begin at an early age and have a firm
place on the school curriculum. Only by
acquiring a sound grounding in economic
and financial matters when they are young
can people build on this knowledge later in
life and become responsible consumers.
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How interested are young people in the economy?
How much do they know about economics?
What do they think about
putting economics on the school

curriculum?

Youth surveys

And do they have enough financial knowledge?

Youth surveys: knowledge of economics and ﬁnancial literacy
In 2009 the Association of German Banks published the results of its third survey of
young people’s understanding of economics and financial literacy.* The findings of all
three surveys show that young people are interested in economics, want to understand
how the economy “works” and think this knowledge should primarily be acquired at
school. Contrary to what one might expect, young people have a positive view of the
economy. They are open-minded about important aspects of a social market economy
such as competition and personal responsibility.

“I think a basic
knowledge of economis is ...”
All figures in %

All figures in %
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very important
important
not so important
totally
unimportant

Knowledge of economics
among 14 to 24 years olds

correct

11

28

incorrect or don’t know

Explanation of “inflation rate”

46

54

Explanation of “supply and demand”

59

53

47

14 to 24 year olds
Source: Association of German Banks/ipos, 2009 youth survey.

Source: Association of German Banks/ipos, 2009 youth survey.

Knowledge of economics

Commitment is needed

Young people’s knowledge falls short of

Something obviously has to be done. All

their interest, however; considerable gaps

young people nowadays need a basic

came to light. Though 74 % of those

knowledge of economics if they are to

interviewed have heard of “supply and

live independent and responsible lives.

demand”, for example, only 53 % can provide

Schools are called on to take action – as

a satisfactory explanation of what it means.

is the business community. The German

And while 46 % of 14 to 24 year olds can

private banks want to make a contribution

at least roughly explain what is meant by

by demonstrating their commitment to

“inﬂation rate”, 94 % of these are unable to

education; they want to build bridges from

give the approximate rate in Germany at

the business community to schools and from

present. 58 % of young people readily admit

schools to companies. With this in mind, the

to having “no idea” (30 %) or “little idea”

Association of German Banks offers teachers

(28 %) about what is happening on the stock

and students an extensive programme of

markets. And 40 % have no clear idea of

teaching material and classroom projects

what a “social market economy” might be.

on a range of economics-related topics.

* The first survey was published in 2003 and the second in 2006.
The surveys were conducted by the opinion research institute ipos, which interviewed representative groups of youths and young
adults aged between 14 and 24. Selected questions were also put to adults over 18 for comparison purposes. The complete findings
of the surveys can be found at www.schulbank.de.
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Economics syllabus

Economics education is an important and
necessary part of general

Blueprint for economics education

education.

To highlight the importance of putting the
subject on the curriculum, the Association
of German Banks and the Institute of
Economics Education at Oldenburg
University in May 2008 published a blueprint

More economics at school

for teaching economics at non-vocational

Recent years have seen much discussion about teaching economics at school. There is

schools. The publication is the first of its

now a consensus that economics and financial literacy should be part of the curriculum.

kind to set out an economics syllabus for all

But when it comes to the details, opinions differ.

levels of education from primary school to
Abitur (university entrance qualification).

The Association of German Banks has always called for economics to be taught as a
compulsory subject in its own right. It believes a systematic approach is needed if

In addition, the report puts forward a

students are to build up a sound understanding of economic principles and economic

detailed proposal for training specialist

causes and effects.

teachers in a degree course leading to
a Bachelor and Master of Economics
Education.

What students think
Students would also like to see more

“More economics should
be taught at school.”

“Economics should be introduced
as a subject in its own right.”

All figures in %

All figures in %

14 to 24 year olds Schoolchildren

76

80 78

80
68

74

All adults

78

83 84

14 to 24 year olds Schoolchildren

77 78 77

72 74 74

All adults

75 77 79

The blueprint has been well received and

emphasis on economics at school. They

has given new impetus to the debate on

want to learn more about economic

improving the teaching of economics. The

principles in the classroom and a large

conviction that economics should be taught

majority are in favour of introducing

as a school subject is gaining ground.

economics as a subject in its own right.
Their wish should not be ignored. Young
people evidently take the view that
economics is an essential part of general
education. And adults agree with them.

2003 2006 2009

2003 2006 2009

2003 2006 2009

Source: Association of German Banks/ipos, 2009 youth survey.
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2003 2006 2009

2003 2006 2009

2003 2006 2009

Source: Association of German Banks/ipos, 2009 youth survey.
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Student competitions

Sign up and join in +++ Sign up and join in +++ Sign up and join in +++ Sign up and join in ++

NATIONWI DE
STU DENT COM PETITION

What would it be like to be a banker?
Banks play a key role in the economy. They are responsible for
ensuring payments are processed smoothly, they provide funding
for investments by companies and purchases by households. And
they offer their customers ways of investing money.
The SCHUL/BANKER banking game gives students the chance to
discover how all this works in practice, what it is like to manage a
bank and what it means to assume responsibility for a company.
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Student competitions

Learning from practical experience

Participants

SCHUL/BANKER is a complex business game

The competition is aimed at students in grades 10 to 13 (aged 16

in which the young players gain intensive,

to 19 years) at non-vocational secondary schools. Teams of four to

hands-on experience of the economy and

six players take over the management of an imaginary bank. Each

labour market. They become managers

team is supervised by a teacher, though one teacher can look after

of a virtual bank and make a number of

several teams.

business-policy decisions – just like in real
life. The object of the game is for the players

Around 50,000 students have played SCHUL/BANKER since the

to manage “their” bank more successfully

competition began in 1998 – with much fun and success.

than those of their rivals. To do so, they
need to keep an eye on the economic
Views on the game

situation, market developments and on
what the competition is up to.

“ My students can’t wait for the results and are

Decisions
– Saving and investing

already looking forward to the

”

Loans

next round of SCHUL/BANKER.

– Equity funds
– Online banking
– Building up a branch network
– Staff training and development
– Public relations and advertising
– Market research and monitoring competitors

“ It was interesting to see how much work and responsibility
”

“ A super business game.

are involved with running your own business.

We had a lot of fun and it
made economics lessons

”

more interesting.

“ SCHUL/BANKER is the most
		

realistic and challenging

”

business game we’ve ever played.

“ Thanks to SCHUL/BANKER we’ve learned a lot
about how banks work and this

”

will help us later on in life.
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Student competitions

How the game works

Prizes

Support

SCHUL/BANKER takes place every academic

–		All players from the group stage receive a

The players receive extensive support throughout the competition.

year and is played over two rounds – a

		certificate and a non-cash prize.

All the information and material they need for the game is available

group stage and the final. The group stage

on www.schulbanker.de. Teachers are also given additional guidance

is played online from November to February.

–		The three best SCHUL/BANKER teams win 		

on how to integrate the game into their lessons. On top of this

Each team plays on one of 20 virtual

		non-cash prizes for the players and cash 		

there is an e-mail service and free telephone hotline to the game

markets. Six virtual business years are

		prizes for their schools.

organisers. So there is always someone available to assist the

covered. Each business year the teams

players if necessary.
1 prize €5,000

make a series of decisions and send them
to the organisers of the game. These

st

		

2st prize €4,000
3st prize €3,000

analyse the markets and send the teams
detailed reports explaining what shape
their bank is in. Armed with this information,
the teams then plan their decisions for the

Registration

next business year.

Registration begins on 1 April every year.
The deadline for registration is 30 September.

The winners of the 20 markets are invited

More information about the game, entry

to the final, which is held over three days

requirements and how to register can be

in spring. This is followed by a prize-giving

found (in German) at www.schulbanker.de.

ceremony, in which the three best SCHUL/
BANKER teams are awarded prizes.

www.schulbanker.de
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Student competitions

“Jugend und Wirtschaft” (Youth and the Economy) is a
joint project of the
Association
of German Banks and the
Tetum
veniat sequat
OnsequatAllgemeine
vel dolobor incilla
metummolorem adit non hendre
newspaper Frankfurter
Zeitung
veliquat. Ut ad min heniamc onsequat. Iduiscin henibh ea facin nim
ed exer si tionse er acincinci etumsan dionsequis nim zzrilit lutpat.

Banking on Bright Ideas

veliquat nibh ea feu feugiam. Sed dit veliqui smodoluptat. Nisl dunt
acillao rtionse quissim vullummy.

The economy is everyone’s business
That includes schoolchildren because the economy affects every
aspect of our life. Recognising and understanding how the economy
functions can make it easier to form an opinion about political
decisions, too. To awaken young people’s interest in business and
economics and make these subjects more accessible, the Association
of German Banks and the newspaper Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung
(F.A.Z.) have launched a joint project known as “Jugend und
Wirtschaft” (Youth and the Economy).
The project
“Jugend und Wirtschaft” is a media project for the classroom. The
project is advertised every year, starts in September and runs over an
entire academic year. Participating teachers and students receive a
free subscription to the F.A.Z. from the Association of German Banks
for the period of the competition and use the newspaper during
lessons – particularly the business section. Not only do the
students learn to read a daily newspaper regularly,
they also write for it. They select business
stories, follow how they are reported
in the paper, carry out research in
companies, conduct interviews
and finally organise this

16

www.JugendundWirtschaft.de
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Student competitions

Banking on Bright Ideas
information into well-researched and well-written business
articles.
On the first Thursday of every month and, in addition, once
a quarter selected articles by the students are published on
a special “Jugend und Wirtschaft” page in the F.A.Z. business
section. The authors of the best articles and the most
committed schools are awarded prizes at a ceremony in
Berlin at the end of the project.
Since the project began in 2000 over 13,000 students have
taken part in “Jugend und Wirtschaft” with great commitment
and success.

Comments by students

“My parents were really thrilled.

At the beginning my friends at school thought
the project was good too, but later they felt sorry

”

for us because of all the work.

“I never dreamed that I would be
able to write articles.”

18

“The more I learned about

economics in lessons, the better I

”

understood a lot of articles.

“The paper was useful in lessons

because you can’t ﬁnd up-to-date information

”

in school textbooks.
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Student competitions

Participants

Preparation and support

Every year a total of 60 schools can take

Teachers and students receive extensive support throughout the project. An

part in “Youth and the Economy”, each

intensive two-day induction seminar is held just before the project begins. A

entering one senior secondary school

further seminar takes place during the project so that teachers can exchange

course or class. Students who will be

ideas and experience. Classes also have the opportunity to visit the responsible

taking their school-leaving examination

F.A.Z. editor in Frankfurt am Main. On top of this, teachers are supplied with

while the project is running are excluded

extensive back-up material for lessons using the F.A.Z.

from taking part.
Prizes
Students and teachers receive a certificate commemorating their participation
in the project. At the end of the academic year prizes are awarded for the best
… and comments by teachers

contributions at a special ceremony.
Applications

“It was particularly striking how much
unused potential some of our students have.”

Applications to take part in the project must be in writing. More information
about the project can be found (in German) at www.JugendundWirtschaft.de.

“Explain what is ‘devilish’ about Mephistopheles’s monetary
policy and discuss whether it might recommend itself to
our Finance Minister! – My students could now write
quite an essay on this subject.

”

“A labour-intensive, uncomfortable and valuable

”

asset to education – I’ve applied again.

.

www.jugendundwirtschaft.de
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Knowledge of economics

The Association of German Banks supports teachers in their
task of teaching economics in the classroom by making

Economics teaching material
A file entitled “Wirschaft – Materialien für
den Unterricht” (Economics – Material for

available booklets and teaching material on economics,

the Classroom) has been specially designed

financial literacy and choosing a career.

a collection of source texts, background

for teaching senior students. It contains
information, diagrams and worksheets. The
basic principles of a market economy are
explained in easily understandable terms
and illustrated by numerous examples. The
material is not only arranged thematically

Schul|Bank newsletter

but is also organised into teaching units.

Schul|Bank is a monthly newsletter that
supplies teachers with six pages of the

The topics covered:

latest economics news plus statistics, charts

• economic systems

and diagrams. Under the heading “Focus

• business cycle and growth

on …” a particular topic is explored in depth

• money and exchange rates

for use in the classroom and students are set

• banks and stock exchanges

questions and assignments. The newsletter

• fiscal policy

also informs its readers about all new

• employment and social security

projects and publications in the Schul|Bank

• European Union

programme. More than 67,000 teachers

• foreign trade

read Schul|Bank every month.

• challenge of globalisation
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Knowledge of economics

Wie? Wirtschaft erleben series

Students are able to work very independ-

Thanks to this highly practical approach,

The four textbooks in the series “Wie?

ently with these books. As well as learning

often abstract economic issues can be

Wirtschaft erleben” (How the Economy

about economic principles, they practise

communicated in a way which students

Works) are designed for teaching younger

how to analyse texts on the basis of termin-

find interesting and accessible. Each book

secondary school students. Each book

ology in a dictionary they themselves

is accompanied by additional support

focuses on one particular topic. Book 1

compile. Brief summaries help them to

material for teachers with tips on its use

deals with households, book 2 with

consolidate what they have learned and

in the classroom.

companies, book 3 with the social market

classroom discussions train them to justify

economy and book 4 with globalisation.

their decisions and argue their views.

All the books place a strong emphasis on
active learning and are geared to young
people‘s knowledge and interests. In book
1, for example, all the information and
exercises are based on stories from Harry

situations from the world of sport are

Reference works

Potter and Lord of the Rings while familiar

used to illustrate economic concepts and

The publications “Im Kreislauf der

structures in book 2. This helps to bridge

Wirtschaft” (Exploring Economics) and

the gap between theory and the students‘

“Wirtschaft auf einen Blick” (Economics

everyday life and experience.

at a Glance) are reference books for
schoolchildren. “Im Kreislauf der Wirtschaft”

The themes of the textbooks are explained

summarises economic theory in a style

in a student-friendly manner with the help

easily understood by young people.

of articles, reports and features. These
are complemented by infoboxes, practical

The lexicon “Wirtschaft auf einen Blick”

assignments and worksheets, and project-

explains around 600 economic terms.

related tasks such as role-plays and

Particularly important concepts are

simulations.

explored in longer, stand-alone articles.
Numerous diagrams and charts help to
make the subject matter clearer and more
accessible.
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Everybody uses money every day – whether it be cash, credit cards
when shopping or a credit transfer from one account to another.
It is important to keep incomings and outgoings under control and

Financial literacy

to learn to deal with money responsibly.

Geld-Special

Specialist information

A dedicated internet portal called “Geld-

More specialist information on selected

Special” (Money Special) at www.schulbank.de

topics can be found in “Bezahlen heute”

(Finanzwissen) oﬀers fact sheets and work-

(Understanding Today’s Payment Systems),

sheets on managing money, payment

“Fit for Money”, “Kredite – wie geht das?”

services, saving, investing and borrowing.

(Credit – How does it Work?) and “Das

Complete lesson plans can also be down-

Bank- und Börsen-ABC” (ABC of Banks and

loaded. These contain information on how

Bourses). “Bezahlen heute” explains how

to integrate individual topics into a teaching

today’s payment instruments work and

plan, what age group they are suitable for,

contains a folder with sample forms. “Fit

how much time they are likely to take up

for Money” outlines the most important

and on the teaching objectives. Answer keys

methods of saving and investing. “Kredite –

are also available. A money test tells young

wie geht das?” describes various types of

people what kind of “money type” they are

credit and how they function. The lexicon

and how they deal with their money.

“Das Bank- und Börsen-ABC” provides an

Rund ums Geld

explanation of terms necessary to

“Rund ums Geld” (All about Money) is a

understand money and financial matters.

diﬀerent kind of book about money. It is a
role-play, in the course of which students
learn a lot about managing money.
Simulations of real-life situations show them
what kind of “money type” they are and
what it means in practice to make a big
dream a reality. This involves drawing up
a funding plan, a personal budget and
much more. The young people immerse
themselves in a story, make their own
decisions and in doing so inﬂuence how
the action develops. A number of tasks and
checklists, which can be worked through
together in the classroom, complement the
role-play.
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Choosing a career

It is highly important for young

Start frei!

Praxis testen (Testing Out)

Praxis testen – information for

people to consider their

“Start frei!” (Ready for Take-off!) is

employers

designed to help students find out

Work placement opportunities give

vocational training options

more about themselves so it will be

young people insight into working life

easier for them to decide on a course

and greatly assist them in choosing a

of vocational training or higher

career. Placements inevitably involve

most of them are uncertain

education. Various tests enable the

extra work for employers, but they

youngsters to identify their personal

offer several benefits as well. In any

when it comes to deciding on a

strengths, abilities and preferences

event: support from the employer is

and match these to potential career

crucial. This little booklet contains tips

options. The workbook makes them

and checklists to ensure the placement

aware of their personality profile and

will be a success and can be supplied

of where their interests and skills lie.

to the company before the placement

before they leave school. But

career path and the associated
further education and training.

begins.

Work placement is an integral part of the
curriculum at all secondary schools. The aim
is for students to gain experience of working
life, find a career that suits them and see how
their expectations match up to reality. But
many young people find it difficult to find a
suitable placement and make good use of the
experience they gain when considering their
future career options. The workbook helps
them to make their work placement a success.
Students obtain concrete support in the
planning, performance and follow-up stages:
from guidance on looking for a suitable
placement and practising application techniques to worksheets for a daily “placement
diary” and information sheets for the employer.
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www.schulbank.de
Information and orders
For further information about the Schul|Bank programme (in German only), visit
www.schulbank.de. The website contains full descriptions of the “SCHUL/BANKER”
and “Jugend und Wirtschaft” competitions too. You can also order all our publications
from the site.
Economics
Schul|Bank newsletter
Wirtschaft – Materialien für den Unterricht
Wie? Wirtschaft erleben 1*
Wie? Wirtschaft erleben 2*
Wie? Wirtschaft erleben 3*
Wie? Wirtschaft erleben 4*

–

free of charge

€15.00

nominal charge

€2.50

nominal charge

€1.50

for larger orders

€2.50

nominal charge 			

€1.50

for larger orders

€2.50

nominal charge			

€1.50

for larger orders

€2.50

nominal charge			

€1.50

for larger orders

Im Kreislauf der Wirtschaft

–

free of charge

Wirtschaft auf einen Blick

–

free of charge

Financial literacy
Rund ums Geld*

€2.50

nominal charge

€1.50

for larger orders

Bezahlen heute

–

free of charge

Kredite – wie geht das?

–

free of charge

Das Bank- und Börsen-ABC

–

free of charge

Fit for Money

–

free of charge

€2.50

nominal charge

€1.50

for larger orders

Praxis testen + Informationen für

€2.50

nominal charge

die Betriebe*

€1.50

for larger orders

Berufswahl-Set: Start frei! + Praxis testen

€4.00

nominal charge

+ Informationen für die Betriebe*

€2.50

for larger orders

* Teaching guidelines with ideas for use in the
classroom can be ordered together with these
publications free of charge.

Tel.: +49 (30) 16 63-15 11
+49 (30) 16 63-15 21
+49 (30) 16 63-15 22
E-mail: schulbank@bdb.de
Orders by fax: +49 (30) 23 09-51 90
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Choosing a career
Start frei!*

How to contact us
If you have any questions, please feel
free to contact us. The Schul|Bank team
is available at

© Bundesverband deutscher Banken

www.schulbank.de

